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Voice Security

 

Chris Hare, CISSP, CISA

 

Most security professionals in today’s enterprise spend much of their time
working to secure access to corporate electronic information. However,
voice and telecommunications fraud still costs the corporate business
communities millions of dollars each year. Most losses in the telecommu-
nications arena stem from toll fraud, which is perpetrated by many differ-
ent methods.

Millions of people rely upon the telecommunication infrastructure for
their voice and data needs on a daily basis. This dependence has resulted
in the telecommunications system being classed as a critical infrastructure
component. Without the telephone, many of our daily activities would be
more difficult, if not almost impossible.

When many security professionals think of voice security, they automat-
ically think of encrypted telephones, fax machines, and the like. However,
voice security can be much simpler and start right at the device to which
your telephone is connected. This chapter looks at how the telephone sys-
tem works, toll fraud, voice communications security concerns, and appli-
cable techniques for any enterprise to protect its telecommunication infra-
structure. Explanations of commonly used telephony terms are found
throughout the chapter.

 

POTS: PLAIN OLD TELEPHONE SERVICE

 

Most people refer to it as “the phone.” They pick up the receiver, hear
the dial tone, and make their calls. They use it to call their families, conduct
business, purchase goods, and get help or emergency assistance. And they
expect it to work all the time.

The telephone service we use on a daily basis in our homes is known in
the telephony industry as POTS, or plain old telephone service. POTS is
delivered to the subscriber through several components (see Exhibit 12-1):

• The telephone handset
• Cabling
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• A line card
• A switching device

The telephone handset, or station, is the component with which the
public is most familiar. When the customer picks up the handset, the cir-
cuit is closed and established to the switch. The line card signals to the
processor in the switch that the phone is off the hook, and a dial tone is
generated.

The switch collects the digits dialed by the subscriber, whether the sub-
scriber is using a pulse phone or Touch-Tone

 

®

 

. A pulse phone alters the
voltage on the phone line, which opens and closes a relay at the switch.
This is the cause of the clicks or pulses heard on the line. With Touch-Tone
dialing, a tone generator at the switch creates the tones for dialing the call.

The processor in the switch accepts the digits and determines the best
way to route the call to the receiving subscriber. The receiving telephone
set may be attached to the same switch, or connected to another halfway
around the world. Regardless, the routing of the call happens in a heart-
beat due to a very complex network of switches, signaling, and routing.

However, the process of connecting the telephone to the switching
device, or to connect switching devices together to increase calling capa-
bilities, uses lines and trunks.

 

Connecting Things Together

 

The problem with most areas of technology is with terminology. The
telephony industry is no different. Trunks and lines both refer to the same
thing — the circuitry and wiring used to deliver the signal to the sub-
scriber. The fundamental difference between them is where they are used.

Both trunks and lines can be digital or analog. The line is primarily asso-
ciated with the wiring from the telephone switch to the subscriber (see
Exhibit 12-2). This can be either the residential or business subscriber,

 

Exhibit 12-1.  Components of POTS.

Telephone Company
Central Office

Line
Card
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connected directly to the telephone company’s switch, or to a PBX. Essen-
tially, the line typically is associated with carrying the communications of
a single subscriber to the switch.

The trunk, on the other hand, is generally the connection from the PBX
to the telephone carrier’s switch, or from one switch to another. A trunk
performs the same function as the line. The only difference is the amount
of calls or traffic the two can carry. Because the trunk is used to connect
switches together, the trunk can carry much more traffic and calls than the
line. The term 

 

circuit

 

 is often used to describe the connection from one
device to the other, without attention for the type of connection, analog or
digital, or the devices on either end (station or device).

 

Analog versus Digital

 

Both the trunk and the line can carry either analog or digital signals.
That is to say, they can only carry one type at a time. Conceptually, the con-
nection from origin to destination is called a circuit, and there are two prin-
cipal circuit types.

Analog circuits are used to carry voice traffic and digital signals after
conversion to sounds. While analog is traditionally associated with voice
circuits, many voice calls are made and processed through digital equip-
ment. However, the process of analog/digital conversion is an intense tech-
nical discussion and is not described here.

An analog circuit uses the variations in amplitude (volume) and fre-
quency to transmit the information from one caller to the other. The circuit
has an available bandwidth of 64K, although 8K of the available bandwidth
is used for signaling between the handset and the switch, leaving 56K for
the actual voice or data signals.

 

Exhibit 12-2. Trunks and lines.

Line
Card

Line

Trunk
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Think about connecting a computer modem to a phone line. The maxi-
mum available speed the modem can function at is 56K. The rationale for
the 56K modem should be obvious now. However, most people know a
modem connection is rarely made at 56K due to the quality of the circuit,
line noise, and the distance from the subscriber to the telephone carrier’s
switch. Modems are discussed again later in the chapter.

Because analog lines carry the actual voice signals for the conversation,
they can be easily intercepted. Anyone with more than one phone in his or
her house has experienced the problem with eavesdropping. Anyone who
can access the phone circuit can listen to the conversation. A phone tap is
not really required — only knowledge of which wires to attach to and a tele-
phone handset.

However, despite the problem associated with eavesdropping, many
people do not concern themselves too much with the possibility someone
may be listening to their phone call.

The alternative to analog is digital. While the analog line uses sound to
transmit information, the digital circuit uses digital signals to represent
data. Consequently, the digital circuit technologies are capable of carrying
significantly higher speeds as the bandwidth increases on the circuit.

Digital circuits offer a number of advantages. They can carry higher
amounts of data traffic and more simultaneous telephone calls than an ana-
log circuit. They offer better protection from eavesdropping and wiretap-
ping due to their design. However, despite the digital signal, any telephone
station sharing the same circuit can still eavesdrop on the conversation
without difficulty.

The circuits are not the principal cause of security problems. Rather, the
concern for most enterprises and individuals arises from the unauthorized
and inappropriate use of those circuits.

Lines and trunks can be used in many different ways and configurations
to provide the required level of service. Typically, the line connected to a
station offers both incoming and outgoing calls. However, this does not
have to be the case in all situations.

 

Direct Inward Dial (DID)

 

If an outside caller must be connected with an operator before reaching
their party in the enterprise, the system is generally called a key switch
PBX. However, many PBX systems offer direct inward dial, or DID, where
each telephone station is assigned a telephone number that connects the
external caller directly to the call recipient.

Direct inward dial makes reaching the intended recipient easier because
no operator is involved. However, DID also has disadvantages. Modems
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connected to DID services can be reached by authorized and unauthorized
persons alike. It also makes it easier for individuals to call and solicit infor-
mation from the workforce, without being screened through a central oper-
ator or attendant.

 

Direct Outward Dial (DOD)

 

Direct outward dial is exactly the opposite of DID. Some PBX installa-
tions require the user to select a free line on their phone or access an oper-
ator to place an outside call. With DOD, the caller picks up the phone, dials
an access code, such as the digit 9, and then the external phone number.
The call is routed to the telephone carrier and connected to the receiving
person.

The telephone carrier assembles the components described here to pro-
vide service to its subscribers. The telephone carriers then interconnect
their systems through gateways to provide the public switched telephone
network.

 

THE PUBLIC SWITCHED TELEPHONE NETWORK (PSTN)

 

The pubic switched telephone network is a collection of telephone sys-
tems maintained by telephone carriers to provide a global communica-
tions infrastructure. It is called the public switched network because it is
accessible to the general public and it uses circuit-switching technology to
connect the caller to the recipient.

The goal of the PSTN is to connect the two parties as quickly as possible,
using the shortest possible route. However, because the PSTN is dynamic,
it can often configure and route the call over a more complex path to
achieve the call connection on the first attempt.

While this is extremely complex on a national and global scale, enter-
prises use a smaller version of the telephone carrier switch called a PBX
(or private branch exchange).

 

THE PRIVATE AREA BRANCH EXCHANGE (PABX)

 

The private area branch exchange, or PABX, is also commonly referred
to as a PBX. Consequently, you will see the terms used interchangeably.
The PBX is effectively a telephone switch for an enterprise; and, like the
enterprise, it comes in different sizes. The PBX provides the line card, call
processor, and some basic routing. The principal difference is how the PBX
connects to the telephone carrier’s network. If we compare the PBX to a
router in a data network connecting to the Internet, both devices know
only one route to send information, or telephone calls, to points outside
the network (see Exhibit 12-3).
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The PBX has many telephone stations connected to it, like the telephone
carrier’s switch. The PBX knows how to route calls to the stations con-
nected directly to the same PBX. A call for an external telephone number
is routed to the carrier’s switch, which then processes the call and routes
it to the receiving station.

Both devices have similar security issues, although the telephone car-
rier has specific concerns: the telephone communications network is rec-
ognized as a critical infrastructure element, and there is liability associated
with failing to provide service. The enterprise rarely has to deal with these
issues; however, the enterprise that fails to provide sufficient controls to
prevent the compromise of its PBX may also face specific liabilities.

 

Network Class of Service (NCOS)

 

Each station on the phone PBX can be configured with a network class
of service, or NCOS. The NCOS defines the type of calls the station can
make. Exhibit 12-4 illustrates different NCOS levels.

When examining the table, we can see that each different class of service
offers new abilities for the user at the phone station. Typically, class of ser-
vice is assigned to the station and not the individual, because few phone
systems require user authentication before placing the call.

 

Exhibit 12-3. PBX connection.

 

Exhibit 12-4. Network class-of-service levels.

Level Internal

Local 
Seven-Digit 

Dialing

Local 
Ten-Digit 
Dialing

Domestic 
Long 

Distance

International 
Long 

Distance

 

1 X
2 X X X
3 X X X X
4 X X X X X

PBX

Telephone Company Switch
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NOTE

 

: Blocking specific phone numbers or area codes, such as 976,
900, or 809, is not done at the NCOS level but through other call-block-
ing methods available in the switch.

 

Through assigning NCOS to various phones, some potential security
problems can be avoided. For example, if your enterprise has a phone in
the lobby, it should be configured with a class of service low enough to
allow calls to internal extensions or local calls only. Long distance should
not be permitted from any open-area phone due to the cost associated with
those calls.

In some situations, it may be desirable to limit the ability of a phone sta-
tion to receive calls, while still allowing outgoing calls. This can be defined
as another network class of service, without affecting the capabilities of
the other stations.

However, not all PBX systems have this feature. If your enterprise sys-
tems have it, it should be configured to allow the employees only the abil-
ity to make the calls that are required for their specific job responsibilities.

 

VOICEMAIL

 

Voicemail is ubiquitous with communications today. However, voicemail
is often used as the path to the telephone system and free phone calls for
the attacker — and toll fraud for the system owner.

Voicemail is used for recording telephone messages for users who are
not available to answer their phones. The user accesses messages by
entering an identifier, which is typically their phone extension number, and
a password.

Voicemail problems typically revolve around password management.
Because voicemail must work with the phone, the password can only con-
tain digits. This means attacking the password is relatively trivial from the
attacker’s perspective. Consequently, the traditional password and
account management issues exist here as in other systems:

• Passwords the same as the account name
• No password complexity rules
• No password aging or expiry
• No account lockout
• Other voicemail configuration issues

A common configuration problem is through-dialing. With through-dial-
ing, the system accepts a phone number and places the call. The feature
can be restricted to allow only internal or local numbers, or to disable it. If
through-dialing is allowed and not properly configured, the enterprise now
pays the bills for the long-distance or other toll calls made.
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Attackers use stale mailboxes — those that have not been accessed in a
while — to attempt to gain access to the mailbox. If the mailbox password
is obtained, and the voicemail system is configured to allow through-dial-
ing, the attackers are now making free calls. The attacker first changes the
greeting on the mailbox to a simple “yes.” Now, any collect call made
through an automated system expecting the word response “yes” is auto-
matically accepted. The enterprise pays the cost of the call.

The attacker enters the account identifier, typically the phone extension
for the mailbox, and the password. Once authenticated by the voicemail
system, the attacker then enters the appropriate code and phone number
for the external through-call. If there are no restrictions on the digits avail-
able, the attacker can dial any phone number anywhere in the world.

The scenario depicted here can be avoided using simple techniques
applicable to most systems:

• Change the administrator and attendant passwords.
• Do not use the extension number as the initial password.
• Disable through-dialing.
• Configure voicemail to use a minimum of six digits for the password.
• Enable password history options if available.
• Enable password expiration if available.
• Remove stale mailboxes.

Properly configured, voicemail is a powerful tool for the enterprise, as is
the data network and voice conferencing.

 

VOICE CONFERENCING

 

Many enterprises use conference calls to regularly conduct business. In
the current economic climate, many enterprises use conference calls as the
cost-efficient alternative to travel for meetings across disparate locations.

The conference call uses a “bridge,” which accepts the calls and deter-
mines which conference the caller is to be routed to based upon the phone
number and the conference call password.

The security options available to the conference call bridge are technol-
ogy dependent. Regardless, participants on the conference call should be
reminded not to discuss enterprise-sensitive information because anyone
who acquires or guesses the conference call information could join the
call. Consequently, conference call participant information should be pro-
tected to limit participation.

Conference bridges are used for single-time, repetitive, and ad hoc calls
using various technologies. Some conference call vendors provide ser-
vices allowing anyone in the enterprise to have an on-demand conference
bridge. These conference bridges use a “host” or chairperson who must be
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present to start the conference call. The chairperson has a second pass-
code, used to initiate the call. Any user who learns the host or chairperson
code can use the bridge at any time.

Security issues regarding conference bridges include:

• Loss of the chairperson code
• Unauthorized use of the bridge
• Inappropriate access to the bridge
• Loss of sensitive information on the bridge

All of these issues are addressed through proper user awareness — which
is fortunate because few enterprises actually operate their own conference
bridge, relying instead upon the telephone carrier to maintain the configu-
rations.

If possible, the conference bridge should be configured with the follow-
ing settings and capabilities:

• The conference call cannot start until the chairperson is present.
• All participants should be disconnected when the chairperson discon-

nects from the bridge.
• The chairperson should have the option of specifying a second secu-

rity access code to enter the bridge.
• The chairperson should have commands available to manipulate the

bridge, including counting the number of ports in use, muting or un-mut-
ing the callers, locking the bridge, and reaching the conference operator.

The chairperson’s commands are important for the security of the con-
ference call. Once all participants have joined, the chairperson should ver-
ify everyone is there and then lock the bridge. This prevents anyone from
joining the conference call.

 

SECURITY ISSUES

 

Throughout the chapter, we have discussed technologies and security
issues. However, regardless of the specific configuration of the phone sys-
tem your enterprise is using, there are some specific security concerns you
should be knowledgeable of.

 

Toll Fraud

 

Toll fraud is a major concern for enterprises, individuals, and the tele-
phone carriers. Toll fraud occurs when toll-based or chargeable telephone
calls are fraudulently made. There are several methods of toll fraud, including
inappropriate use by authorized users, theft of services, calling cards, and
direct inward dialing to the enterprise’s communications system.
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According to a 1998 

 

Consumer News

 

 report, about $4 billion are lost to
toll fraud annually. The report is available online at the URL http://www.fcc.
gov/Bureaus/Common_Carrier/Factsheets/ttf&you.pdf

The cost of the fraud is eventually passed on to the businesses and con-
sumers through higher communications costs. In some cases, the tele-
phone carrier holds the subscriber responsible for the charges, which can
be devastating. Consequently, enterprises can pay for toll fraud insurance,
which pays the telephone carrier after the enterprise pays the deductible.
While toll fraud insurance sounds appealing, it is expensive and the
deductibles are generally very high.

It is not impossible to identify toll fraud within your organization. If you
have a small enterprise, simply monitoring the phone usage for the various
people should be enough to identify calling patterns. For larger organiza-
tions, it may be necessary to get calling information from the PBX for anal-
ysis. For example, if you can capture the call records from each telephone
call, it is possible to assign a cost for each telephone call.

 

Inappropriate Use of Authorized Access

 

Every employee in an enterprise typically has a phone on the desk, or
access to a company-provided telephone. Most employees have the ability to
make long-distance toll calls from their desks. While most employees make
long-distance calls on a daily basis as part of their jobs, many will not think
twice to make personal long-distance calls at the enterprise’s expense.

Monitoring this type of usage and preventing it is difficult for the enter-
prise. Calling patterns, frequently called 

 

number analysis

 

, and advising
employees of their monthly telecommunications costs are a few ways to
combat this problem. Additionally, corporate policies regarding the use of
corporate telephone services and penalties for inappropriate use should
be established if your enterprise does not have them already. Finally, many
organizations use billing or authorization codes when making long-dis-
tance phone calls to track the usage and bill the charges to specific depart-
ments or clients.

However, if your enterprise has its own PBX with conditional toll deny
(CTD) as a feature, you should considering enabling this on phone stations
where long-distance or toll calls are not permitted. For example, users
should not be able to call specific phone numbers or area codes. Alterna-
tively, a phone station may be denied toll-call privileges altogether.

However, in Europe, implementing CTD is more difficult to implement
because it is not uncommon to call many different countries in a single
day. Consequently, management of the CTD parameters becomes very dif-
ficult. CTD can be configured as a specific option in an NCOS definition, as
discussed earlier in the chapter.
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Calling Cards

 

Calling cards are the most common form of toll fraud. Calling-card num-
bers are stolen and sold on a daily basis around the world. Calling-card
theft typically occurs when an individual observes the subscriber entering
the number into a public phone. The card number is then recorded by the
thief and sold to make other calls.

Calling-card theft is a major problem for telephone carriers, who often
have specific fraud units for tracking thieves, and calling software, which
monitors the calling patterns and alerts the fraud investigators to unusual
calling patterns.

In some cases, hotels will print the calling-card number on the invoices
provided to their guests, making the numbers available to a variety of peo-
ple. Additionally, if the PBX is not configured correctly, the calling-card
information is shown on the telephone display, making it easy for anyone
nearby to see the digits and use the number.

Other PBX-based problems include last number redial. If the PBX sup-
ports last number redial, any employee can recall the last number dialed
and obtain the access and calling-card numbers.

Employees should be aware of the problems and costs associated with
the illegitimate use of calling cards. Proper protection while using a calling
card includes:

• Shielding the number with your hands when entering it
• Memorizing the number so you do not have a card visible when mak-

ing the call
• Ensuring your company PBX does not store the digits for last number

redial
• Ensuring your enterprise PBX does not display the digits on the phone

for an extended period of time

Calling cards provide a method for enterprise employees to call any
number from any location. However, some enterprises may decide this is
not appropriate for their employees. Consequently, they may offer DISA
access to the enterprise phone network as an alternative.

 

DISA

 

Direct inward system access, or DISA, is a service available on many PBX
systems. DISA allows a user to dial an access number, enter an authoriza-
tion code, and appear to the PBX as an extension. This allows callers to
make calls as if they were in the office building, whether the calls are inter-
nal to the PBX or external to the enterprise.

DISA offers some distinct advantages. For example, it removes the need to
provide calling cards for your employees because they can call a number and
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be part of the enterprise voice network. Additionally, long-distance calls
placed through DISA services are billed at the corporate rate because the
telephone carrier sees the calls as originating from the enterprise.

DISA’s advantages also represent problems. If the DISA access number
becomes known, an unauthorized user only needs to try random numbers
to form an authorization code. Given enough time, they will eventually find
one and start making what are free calls from their perspective. However,
your enterprise pays the bill.

DISA authorization codes, which must be considered passwords, are
numeric only because there is no way to enter alphabetic letters on the
telephone keypad. Consequently, even an eight-number authorization
code is easily defeated.

If your organization does use DISA, there are some things you can do to
assist in preventing fraudulent access of the service:

• Frequent analysis of calling patterns
• Monthly “invoices” to the DISA subscribers to keep them aware of the

service they are using
• Using a minimum of eight-digit authorization codes
• Forcing changes of the authorization codes every 30 days
• Disabling inactive DISA authorization codes if they are not used for a

prescribed period of time or a usage limit is reached
• Enabling authorization code alarms to indicate attempts to defeat or

guess DISA authorization codes

The methods discussed are often used by attackers to gain access to the
phone system and make unauthorized telephone calls. However, technical
aspects aside, some of the more skillful events occur through social engi-
neering techniques.

 

SOCIAL ENGINEERING

 

The most common ploy from a social engineering perspective is to call
an unsuspecting person, indicate the attacker is from the phone company,
and request an outside line. The attacker then makes the phone call to the
desired location, talks for as long as required, and hangs up. As long as
they can find numbers to dial and do not have to go through a central oper-
ator, this can go on for months.

Another social engineering attack occurs when a caller claims to be a
technical support person. The attacker will solicit confidential informa-
tion, such as passwords, access numbers, or ID information, all under the
guise of providing support or maintenance support to ensure the user’s
service is not disrupted. In actuality, the attacker is gathering sensitive
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information for better understanding of the enterprise environment and
enabling them to perform an attack.

 

OTHER VOICE SERVICES

 

There are other voice services that also create issues for the enterprise,
including modems, fax, and wireless services.

 

Modems

 

Modems are connected to the enterprise through traditional technolo-
gies using the public switched telephone network. Modems provide a
method of connectivity through the PSTN to the enterprise data network.
When installed on a DID circuit, the modem answers the phone when an
incoming call is received. Attackers have regularly looked for these
modems using war-dialing techniques.

If your enterprise must provide modems to connect to the enterprise
data network, these incoming lines should be outside the normal enter-
prise’s normal dialing range. This makes it more difficult for the attacker to
find. However, because many end stations are analog, the user could con-
nect the modem to the desktop phone without anyone’s knowledge.

This is another advantage of digital circuits. While digital-to-analog con-
verters exist to connect a modem to a digital circuit, this is not infallible
technology. Should your enterprise use digital circuits to the desktop, you
should implement a program to document and approve all incoming ana-
log circuits and their purpose. This is very important for modems due to
their connectivity to the data network.

 

Fax

 

The fax machine is still used in many enterprises to send information
not easily communicated through other means. The fax transmission
sends information such as scanned documents to the remote fax system.
The principal concern with fax is the lack of control over the document at
the receiving end.

For example, if a document is sent to me using a fax in a shared area, any-
one who checks the fax machine can read the message. If the information
in the fax is sensitive, private, or otherwise classified, control of the infor-
mation should be considered lost.

A second common problem is misdirected faxes. That is, the fax is suc-
cessfully transmitted, but to the wrong telephone number. Consequently,
the intended recipient does not receive the fax.

However, fax can be controlled through various means such as dedi-
cated fax machines in controlled areas. For example,
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• Contact the receiver prior to sending the fax.
• Use a dedicated and physically secure fax if the information requires

it.
• Use a cover page asking for immediate delivery to the recipient.
• Use a cover page asking for notification if the fax is misdirected.

Fax requires the use of analog lines because it uses a modem to establish
the connection. Consequently, the inherent risks of the analog line are
applicable here. If an attacker can monitor the line, he may be able to inter-
cept the modem tones from the fax machine and read the fax. Addressing
this problem is achieved through encrypted fax if document confidentiality
is an ultimate concern.

Encrypted fax requires a common or shared key between the two fax
machines. Once the connection is established, the document is sent using
the shared encryption key and subsequently decoded and printed on the
receiving fax machine. If the receiving fax machine does not have the
shared key, it cannot decode the fax. Given the higher cost of the
encrypted fax machine, it is only a requirement for the most highly classi-
fied documents.

 

Cellular and Wireless Access

 

Cellular and wireless access to the enterprise is also a problem due to
the issues associated with cellular. Wireless access in this case does not
refer to wireless access to the data network, but rather wireless access to
the voice network.

However, this type of access should concern the security professional
because the phone user will employ services such as calling cards and
DISA to access the enterprise’s voice network. Because cellular and wire-
less access technologies are often subject to eavesdropping, the DISA
access codes or calling card could potentially be retrieved from the wire-
less caller.

The same is true for conversations — if the conversation between the
wireless caller and the enterprise user is of a sensitive nature, it should be
conducted over wireless. Additionally, the chairperson for a conference
call should find out if there is anyone on the call who is on a cell phone and
determine if that level of access is appropriate for the topic to be dis-
cussed.

 

VOICE-OVER-IP: THE FUTURE

 

The next set of security challenges for the telecommunications industry
is Voice-over-IP. The basis for the technology is to convert the voice signals
to packets, which are then routed over the IP network. Unlike the tradi-
tional circuit-switched voice network, voice over IP is a packet-switched
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network. Consequently, the same type of problems found in a data network
are found in the voice over IP technology.

There are a series of problems in the Voice-over-IP technologies, on
which the various vendors are collaborating to establish the appropriate
standards to protect the privacy of the Voice-over-IP telephone call. Some
of those issues include:

• No authentication of the person making the call
• No encryption of the voice data, allowing anyone who can intercept

the packet to reassemble it and hear the voice data
• Quality of service, because the data network has not been traditional-

ly designed to provide the quality-of-service levels associated with the
voice network

The complexities in the Voice-over-IP arena for both the technology and
related security issues will continue to develop and resolve themselves
over the next few years.

 

SUMMARY

 

This chapter introduced the basics of telephone systems and security
issues. The interconnection of the telephone carriers to establish the pub-
lic switched telephone network is a complex process. Every individual
demands there be a dial tone when they pick up the handset of their tele-
phone. Such is the nature of this critical infrastructure.

However, enterprises often consider the telephone their critical infra-
structure as well, whether they get their service directly from the tele-
phone carrier or use a PBX to provide internal services, which is con-
nected to the public network.

The exact configurations and security issues are generally very specific
to the technology in use. This chapter has presented some of the risks and
prevention methods associated with traditional voice security. The tele-
phone is the easiest way to obtain information from a company, and the
fastest method of moving information around in a nondigital form. Aside
from implementing the appropriate configurations for your technologies,
the best defense is ensuring your users understand their role in limiting
financial and information losses through the telephone network.
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